Graphic design education in the West and China is at a more modern and specialised level than Uganda. This situation ensures that Western and Chinese graphic design students get better employment and job security compared to Ugandan design students. Ugandan education systems need to invest in early-age studies in order to create better chances for future graphic design students to get employment and become investors in this field. This paper discusses comparisons amongst Western, Chinese and Ugandan education systems and give suggestions on how to bridge the gaps. It concludes by suggesting how direct and indirect changes may advance the future job opportunities of graphic design students in Uganda with examples from China and the West.
Introduction
Graphic design today is an integral part of visual communication, research studies, manufacturing, marketing and commerce. The American designer called William Addison Dwiggins (1880 -1956 ) is the man that proposed the word "graphic design" to encompass the term "printing pre-work". During his time, graphic design was used for large volume printing that generally meant to prepare a print design and get it ready for large volume printing (Yang & Sun, graphic designers survive and prosper from their work and do not have to do additional work such as painting, calligraphy, distribution of art/design products, like in the past, or like in today's Uganda. Graphic design study courses come in various packages and for various purposes. But they can be summarised into three categories-image processing software, graphics software and Workgroup Edition software (Luo, 2011) . There are several categories of graphic design course that are currently taught in Uganda, China and the West today.
They are shown in Table 1 .
Research Method
This will be a qualitative research study whereby I will use published studies of graphic design theory in the West (Europe and North America) and China to highlight the gaps in the current Ugandan education and employment systems. I will highlight social and historic factors in the West, China and Uganda's past to explain why there are positive and negative situations in various education systems today. Finally being a woman graphic designer for almost two decades, I
will give personal observations and my workmates observations of our employment experiences. (ii) Environment identification system-environmental direction, position and indicators.
(iii) Activity identification system -activity logo, mascot, event banner.
Comparisons of Graphic Design Education Systems in Uganda, the Western World and China

Rural and City Locations
In Uganda, secondary/high school and university students interested in learning graphic design live in the city and big towns, not the villages. This is because urbanised children are exposed to its elements through print media, by watching children's cartoons, animations and computer games at an early age.
In the West and China, city primary/elementary school children are exposed early to better quality and quantity of cartoons and animations than village children. This gives them a better understanding of design and technology by the time they start formal studies. Chinese city and some village primary schools also offer drawing and calligraphy lessons. These lessons help the students understand better and appreciate art and design when they encounter it later in life.
This is unheard of in rural Uganda. Basic primary education curricula are taught to students that are on average five lessons-mathematics, science, social studies, English and physical education. Furthermore, Western and Chinese students start formal art and design studies earlier than Ugandan students.
While most Western and Chinese students attend drawing, calligraphy, painting and crafts lessons in primary and secondary school (4 -17 years), the average Ugandan student starts formal art and crafts classes at in secondary school and university (13 -22 years). By this time, a rural or urban Ugandan student has most likely made a decision to appreciate or reject art and design. Early-age design studies gives Western and Chinese students a five to nine year head-start at exploring and practicing their design skills and using design software ahead of Ugandan students.
Gender Inequality
There is a higher probability that more boys will study graphic design than girls in Uganda. While boys are encouraged to take risks in new fields of study, girls are cautioned to study the "safe" courses like medicine, engineering and law because they will marry and bare children. 
Historic Documentation
The West and China have documents and records from their ancient civilizations to today that prove that commercial graphic design was taught and prac- 
Specialisation at Bachelors' Levels
In Uganda, the university pedagogies are generalised. Most bachelors/undergraduate courses teach both Fine and Industrial/Commercial Art over a time span of three to four years. This means that a student is a fine art and design graduate upon finishing this course. For example, I graduated in painting and graphic design for my undergraduate/bachelor degree at Makerere University Kampala. In the West and China, the bachelors' studies are split up into fine arts, industrial design and art history. Furthermore, the industrial design courses in China are divided into sub fields like product design (Yang & Sun, 2016; Luo 2011; Dziobczenski & Person, 2018) , landscape and environmental design, interior design, transportation design, fashion design (Wu &Gao, 2011) , fabric design, computer animation (Belmega, Lasaulce, & Tembine Hamidou, 2010) and visual communication design, to mention a few. Specialisation of these design courses can be applied in other support fields like software development (Yang & Sun, 2016; Luo, 2011; Bodyan, Ponomarev, & Melnichenko, 2017; Oscario & Luzar, 2016; Wei, Zhang, & Wei, 2009; Xue, Song, & Li, 2017) , electronics (Xue, Song, & Li, 2011) and electrical studies, medical research (Wei, Zhang, Wei et al., 2009) , mechanical design, robotics, fabric design, material science (Bodyan, Ponomarev, & Melnichenko, 2017) , film editing, factory automation, civil construction and geology (Wei, Zhang, & Wei, 2009 ) and telecommunications (Chen, Owen, & Wilson, 1972) .
Several support courses are currently not taught in Ugandan universities. Furthermore, the old governments neither built industries for employment nor research centers for invention/innovation and therefore young employees are forced to learn these support fields on the job or travel abroad to learn about them. For example, some Ugandan architects tend to integrate architecture with interior design, mechanical engineers study ICT courses after graduation in order to fix software problems, I learnt basic pre-press engineering at my first print media company and photography at my second print media company where I worked as an information graphic designer.
These loopholes reduce the chances of Ugandan-taught graduates from seeking employment in graphic design companies or setting up graphics design industries in Uganda. Some prefer to work abroad or transition into other secure employment opportunities like advertising, transportation, trade and farming (Table 2) .
Computer Design Software Specified
Most Western and Chinese universities specify the software programs that will DOI: 10.4236/ce.2018.913141N. J. Kategaya Table 2 . Graphic design pedagogies at bachelors' levels in uganda, the west and china). Sources: Exploring the development of computer drawing in graphic design from a technology philosophy, Computer graphic design software applications in graphic design, Applications and manufacturing; Computer-aided design and simulation of manufacturing processes in the packaging industry, Innovative study on material technology in jewelry exhibition design, Mobile games icons designs: A study based on graphic designer knowledge, Game theory and learning for wireless networks, Study on the engineering graphics system of 3D design software of arch dams, Automatic video annotation system for archival sports video, computer-aided design and graphics applied to the study of inductor-energy-storage DC-to-DC electronic power converters.
be taught during undergraduate studies. This is because the software packages have unique functions, advantages and some affiliated companies/employers utilise specific packages to make their products. Popular Computer Aided Design (CAD) software includes Adobe Creative Suite, CorelDraw Creative Suite, Autodesk packages, Rhino, 3D Max and Google Sketchup (Bodyan, Ponomarev, & Melnichenko, 2017) . Microsoft Office and Office 365 packages are not considered design software in China, which is the case in some Ugandan education institutions.
Accessibility to Computers
Many Ugandan students in primary and secondary schools have little to no access to computers. The available computers are either old or rundown because the good and new computers are used for commercial and administrative purposes. It is difficult to get a personal computer as a child because of the high access at university and full access to good computers when they are employed or when they buy them. Most times, young employees share good computers because they are too expensive to purchase and maintain.
In the West and China, computers are affordable to buy and maintain. There is a home computer for a Chinese primary school child and s/he has uninterrupted access to this home computer because of the government one-child policy. In the West, women have an average of 1.6 children (Europe) to 3.1 children (North America). This means that each child also has a good chance to acquiring a personal computer when attending primary school. 
Internet/Wi-Fi Accessibility
Invention and Innovation
Young, curious minds invent new products/services and innovate ways to improve the existing ones. They need two factors to turn their new ideas into reality-experimentation and application. This means that laboratories and experimental market grounds are established and thriving. This has been the case in the West for centuries.
China is still known as the "copycat" or implementer of these groundbreaking The Ugandan government is way behind the "Made in Uganda" and "Made by Uganda" policies. Uganda is still an agro-based country with little large-scale industrialisation and backdated technology. Uganda imports more industrial design products than it produces, exiling local inventors and innovators to migrate to the diaspora (other countries) that provide facilitation.
Internship/Work Mentorship
Internship is a necessary transition from student to employee status. It is encouraged in the West, China and Uganda. Nowadays, education institutions and affiliate companies partner to train promising students into productive professional designers (Dziobczenski & Person, 2018; Luo, 2011; Yang & Sun, 2016; Wei, Zhang, & Wei, 2009 
Seminars/Workshops and Competitions
Western and Chinese technological universities hold competitions and workshops per semester. These workshops may be internal (a lecturer conducts with his students) or external whereby they invite a professor/professional from other universities/companies. These competitions and workshops encourage students to think as company employees who in turn understand "companies demands"
instead of studying to pass examinations (Dziobczenski & Person, 2018) .
In Uganda, most students attend workshops and competitions after employment. This means that they are disadvantaged even at job interviews. They draft poor resumes, they dress and behave inappropriately in interviews and they have mismatched or zero portfolios. These disadvantages cause them to unemployed, underemployed causing job insecurity or early termination.
Indirect Factors Affecting Chinese and Ugandan Education Systems
Language Preservation and Promotion
Chinese students take fine art and graphic design studies in Mandarin (汉语) from primary to university level. This language preserves their long history and culture. It also adjusts to modern demands, keeping it relevant today. Chinese characters are computerised into both traditional and simplified characters hence preserving and promoting its value. Ancient calligraphy and ink painting have been given a modern look and purpose in 2D and 3D print and film designs.
Uganda has one local national language-Luganda. Most rural students in These conditions cause stagnation of the language since it is not formerly taught to all Ugandan students at primary, secondary and university levels. The Luganda language and culture is behind in terms of higher education terminologies and modern technology and is forced to use borrow words from English, rendering it static.
Upon searching mobile apps, I realised that Luganda is currently used in English-Luganda translation dictionaries and religious apps like the holy bible and the holy Quran. There are no Luganda apps promoting literature, music and technology. These factors mean that the preservation and promotion of traditional culture and folklore is greatly diminished.
Chinese Culture Modernises While Preserving Values but Some of Uganda's Culture Is Dying Because of Modernisation
Chinese people, like Europeans, are maestros at documentation-historic and modern. Their history and culture date back to ancient civilizations as far back as the Xia dynasty (2070-1600BC). Information from this dynasty was documented and preserved in bamboo annals. In Uganda, ancient tribal traditions can only be dated back a few centuries because of little documentation. Most information was passed on orally causing the loss of vital information. Slavery and colonisation "left a hole" in Uganda and Africa's ancient culture. Africa's military weakness allowed Arab and European slave traders to destroy old civilisations as they pillaged kingdoms looking for young, strong slaves over a period of four (15 th to 19 th ) centuries. They left behind infants, the elderly and sick to who could not sustain themselves let alone rebuild the destroyed kingdoms. Slaves were prohibited from reading and writing so as to prevent the documentation of their cultures and their slave experiences.
European governments/monarchies quickly replaced abolition of slavery with colonialism and neo-colonialism for another four (19 th to 21 st ) centuries. The British Empire switched from enslaving people to pillaging Uganda and Africa's resources by through oppressive colonial systems. European colonial governments banned the use of local literature, technology and artisanship to promote their products and ideologies, leading to a huge loss of African culture and information. These negative effects are felt today amongst Africans and stolen African descents living in the Americas and the Middle East (Nunn, 2018; Whatley & Gillezeau, 2011; Moyo, 2009; Moyo, 2012; Albiman 2016 
Suggestions to Improve the Current Ugandan Education Systems
These suggestions are proposals and discussions from the author that should assist in bridging the graphic design studies gap between Uganda and the West and China.
Parents and Guardians
Parents and guardians in Uganda are the first people to recognise their children's talents and gifts at an early age. They should take a leaf from Western and Chinese parents and actively encourage their children to discover these talents.
Ugandan parents should also learn to protect and patent their children's inventions and innovations, no matter how young the child is. By doing this, they prevent loss of intellectual property, child abuse and promote ingenuity, early employment and entrepreneurship. These positive actions will make budding designers productive individuals who will have good job security, pay taxes and investors in their new fields.
The rural Ugandan woman should use child spacing and birth control so as to reduce the current average number of 7.2 to 2 -3 children. Reduction in the high birth rate will prevent high household debt making purchasing and maintenance of a home computer possible.
Education Institutions
About 80% of Ugandan population is young (1 -25 years) whereby most of them are rural children. Rural primary schools should utilise the available local resources to teach primary school children art and crafts so that the lessons are affordable and self-sustaining. Natural resources like banana trees, papyrus reeds, bamboo trees and soft wood can be grown in and around the schools throughout the year. The education system needs to phase out and eventually divorce itself from using imported materials and encourage local material usage for self-sustenance and development.
Gender discrimination should be discouraged from fine art lessons and Fine art lessons and design studies should be taught in rural districts in Uganda, not only in the capital city. This will encourage increase in the quantity and quality of art and design students. This will in turn increase development of local artisan skills and local materials especially in product design technology, material design and environmental design sectors.
Current rural primary and secondary education schools need computers as an integral part of teaching and learning. Blackboard education in the West and
China has been modernised with projection presentations, video and sound. The computers should have appropriate computer software installed and Wi-Fi services enabled that are powered by regular electricity supplies. Biogas and solar electricity are great supplements/alternatives to the unreliable national hydro-electricity currently distributed. All these changes are capital intensive so the Ugandan education ministry needs to plan to support these rural schools in terms of investment.
Government
Specialisation thrives when all interrelated systems are functional and aware of their roles in the "factory line" production. If one element is unavailable, weak or mismatched, it will stop the workflow. The education ministry should carefully plan and manage these different courses with the relevant education institutions. Specialisation encourages economic development because multiple education systems, companies and industries are created instead of one company.
Uganda needs to shift from producing unprocessed and semi-processed products to a fully processed product. This way, there is full control of its inception, research, planning, education and manufacturing (Moyo, 2009; Moyo, 2012; Albiman, 2016) .
Inventions are made by rigorous repetition, adjustments and introduction of new elements or by sheer chance. If lucky chances occur, research is still conducted to ascertain how it came about. For invention and innovation to be appreciated, research has to be done, products need to be tested, laws need to be enforced, capital investment for large-scale production of these new and improved products, marketing and advertising needs to be sunk. These processes need governmental approval and protection to thrive.
The ministry of education can take a leaf from the West and China whereby capital investment has been made in future design ideas and breakthroughs. If
Uganda fails to catch up with modern inventions and innovation, she will continue to be a debt-ridden country because she will continue to import more goods than manufacture and export.
The Luganda language should be taught to all students from primary to university levels. This way, students are given chances to maintain and modernise it.
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The Nilotic regions' rejection of Luganda hampers its sustenance and growth.
They need to reconsider the future of Luganda and understand that by preserving this language, they will also preserve their own languages. Luganda needs to modernise quickly and smartly. Language and culture experts need to upgrade their teaching techniques from print to electronic/mobile phone materials. This way, they can attract the youth using modern methods (Mutekwe, 2015; Vuyisile, 2013) .
Uganda cannot reverse the damages of slavery and colonisation. It needs to use the experiences from this painful past to restart and rebuild. For example, African Americans use the slave traders and owners' records to recover and retrace their roots and cultures (Nunn, 2018; Whatley & Gillezeau, 2011) 
Conclusion
Western and China's graphic design education systems have successfully modernised and partnered with local and international commercial, industrial and engineering sectors to produce students who are well prepared for employment, job security and investment.
Western and Chinese dynasties and governments have created political stability and security for long time periods hence creating positive conditions for investment and advancement its education policies from ancient people and current populations. This ensures that students can confidently invest in inventions and innovations for employment and better job security. Uganda's political instability from slavery until the current 1986 government caused destruction of civilisations, education, commerce and industrialisation. These conditions have caused the stagnation of artistic and technological development and increased "brain-drain" (migration of labor from Uganda to other countries). This is because these countries offer better employment opportunities and job security.
Uganda's heavy debts from foreign aid halts the capital investment needed to DOI: 10.4236/ce.2018.913141 Figure 1 . Chart cycle illustrating self-sustainable design education systems for Uganda. Sources: Exploring the development of computer drawing in graphic design from a technology philosophy, Computer graphic design software applications in graphic design, Applications and manufacturing; computer-aided design and simulation of manufacturing processes in the packaging industry, Innovative study on material technology in jewelry exhibition design, Mobile games icons designs: a study based on graphic designer knowledge, Learning to precode in outage minimization games over MIMO interface channels, Study on the engineering graphics system of 3D design software of arch dams, Automatic video annotation system for archival sports video, Computer-aided design and graphics applied to the study of inductor-energy-storage DC-to-DC electronic power converters, Graphic designer wanted: a document analysis of the described skill set of graphic designers in job advertisements from the United Kingdom, Mentioned Ugandan universities and schools websites.
modernise its education institutions from primary to university levels. The finance ministry needs to find comprehensive ways to end these "debt pits" and create investment opportunities for modern education. China owes no debt to any country and the West is self-sustaining and/or skillfully manages its debt despite the 2008 financial crisis. They both modernise their education systems regularly and invest in other countries' development.
The Ugandan education ministry should continue to partner with positive Western and China projects that assist to improve its current systems so that it can achieve its goal of remaining East Africa's education centre.
Last but not least, Ugandan parents and guardians have the most important role of identifying their child's talents and skills at an early age. They need to 
